derived from Ojesina et al. dataset [10] . The significant proteins found after Bonferroni analysis (A) (n = 30, Table 2B ) between early stage cervical cancer and healthy epithelium were significantly correlated (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < 0.01) with 2 log transformed expression levels found in the genomics data published. The background assessment based on all proteins identified by LCM that were correlated to the transcriptome sequencing data is shown in (B). Sample names indicate histology of tumor material: NEC -neuroendocrine carcinoma; SCC -squamous cell carcinoma; AC -adenocarcinoma; ASC -adenosquamous carcinoma; CCC -clear cell carcinoma.
derived from Ojesina et al. dataset [10] . The significant proteins (n = 319; Supplementary Table 2) found by the Benjamini-Hochberg correction between early stage cervical cancer and healthy epithelium were significantly correlated (Wilcoxon rank-sum test p = 3.12 × 10-12) with 2 log transformed expression levels found in the published transcriptomics dataset. Sample names indicate histology of tumor material: NEC -neuroendocrine carcinoma; SCC -squamous cell carcinoma; AC -adenocarcinoma; ASC -adenosquamous carcinoma; CCC -clear cell carcinoma. Zero counts were converted to 0.125 to enable log calculations. 
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